“Tourism
contributes to
regional
development”

recreational park “Résidence Klein Vink”, Arcen, The Netherlands
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Wissing is a leading urban design and planning
consultancy office in Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
For over 60 years we offer contemporary and innovative projects. Our portfolio consists of mixed use
urban areas, city centers, new towns, as well as landscape and regional design, regeneration of former
industrial areas, leisure-, retail- and business parks.
For each case we are able tot create a specific solution in which planning, energy, water en social aspects
are integrated. In this way we reach the base for a
sustainable growth or reconstruction on different
scale and context.
We delivered projects in the Netherlands as well
as other countries like South Africa, Ethiopia, Irak,
Germany and India. Our clients includes both governments and authorities as property developers.
Wissing Principles
1 Regional planning
2 Mixed use areas
3 Reconstruction
4 Affordable housing
5 Energy and sustainability
6 Public space
7 Infrastructure
8 Tourism and Leisure
9 Neighbourhood
10 Corporate social responsibility

We believe tourism contributes to the development of a regional economy as well as to its
natural character.
Attracting tourists provides investments. Local communities can benefit from tourism by the creation of
employment and the protection of existing natural or
cultural values. We experience that ideas likes this are
often present. However, there is a lack of knowledge
how a project actually can be realized. We can help!
We are involved in the development of several leisure
and recreation projects. Through cooperation and approach, our designers develop unique spatial concepts.
We are looking to join the local characteristics and
qualities and ensure adequate integration in the landscape. This is the true basis for sustainable economic
and ecological development.
The project shown below is the luxurious recreational
park “Résidence Klein Vink“ in the Dutch province of
Limburg. This borders on National Park De Maasduinen
as well as on the thermal bath Arcen. On behalf of this
development Wissing offered a vision on the recreational potentials of the village and its surrounding of Arcen. The developments are in accordance to the natural
and ecological existing qualities of the environment.
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